The First Conference on Jungian Child and Adolescent Analysis, Moscow

April, 25 to 27th (Thursday, Friday, Saturday)

Programme

Thursday 25.04

Pre-Conference and Dedication to the First Child Analyst

10:00-12:00 Reflection on How to be A Jungian Child and Adolescent Analyst: Training and therapeutic approach. Formation of the Russian Association for Infant Observation.

Chairs: Alessandra Cavalli (SAP, BPC, ACP), London, Great Britain
Brian Feldman (CGJSF, IRSJA, AIDOBB), CA, USA

12:00-12:30 Coffee and Tea Break

12:30-15:00 Registration

15:00 Opening and a Welcome Address

Marianne Müller (SGAP, AGAP, President of the IAAP), Batya Brosh Palmoni (IAAP, C&A Working Group, IJJP), Israel, Natalya Pavlikova (RSAP, President), Russia, Tatiana Rebeko (RSAP), Russia

15:30-16:00 Jan Wiener (SAP), London, GB
To Russia with Love: Building Bridges in the Field of Child and Adult Analysis

Chair: Natalya Pavlikova (RSAP), Russia

16:00-16:45 Vsevolod Agarkov (candidate-in-training, IPA, Moscow Group of Psychoanalysts), Russia; Maria Salyamova (RSAP), Russia; Anna Korotkova (candidate-in-training, RSAP), Russia; Elena Bortuleva (RSAP) Russia. Sabina Spielrein: The Spirit of Russia

Chair: Batya Brosh Palmoni (IAAP, C&A Working Group, IJJP), Israel

17:00 – 18:30 Co-plenary:

- Elizabeth Urban Interviewed by Alessandra Cavalli (SAP), GB
- Gustav Bovensiepen (DAGP), Germany
  Living in the Complex – A Complex Theory Revisited.

Chair: Brian Elliot Feldman (CGJSF, IRSJA, AIDOBB), USA

19:00 Wine and Music Gathering

Friday 26.04

Infant Observation and Work with Children

9:00-10:30 Co-plenary:
Anna Kazakova (IAAP, ECECJA, AIDOBB), Russia  
*Infant Observation on the Esther Bick method as part of the psychoanalytical training*

Natalia Alexandria (RSAP), Russia  
*The Archetypes of Beginning and Ending in Infant Observation*

Patrizia Conti (CIPA), Italy  
*Infant Observation as a Transformative Element for Training in Analytical Psychology*

Chair: Maria Kondratchik (Association for Child Psychoanalysis, Moscow), Russia

10:30-11:00  **Coffee and Tea Break**

11:00-12:30  **Co-plenary:**

- Brian Elliot Feldman (CGJSF, IRSJA, AIDOBB), CA, USA.  
  *Analysing Autistic States of Mind in Children and Adolescents with Michael Fordham: Consultation, Theory and Practice*
- Audrey Punnett (AGAP, CGJSF, ISST), CA, USA  
  *Children’s Dreams*
- Wanda Grosso (AIPA), Italy.  
  *Analytic Psychotherapy and Development Trauma. The case of a child living in a foster-care home*

Chair: Elena Bortuleva (RSAP), Russia

12:30-14:00  **Lunch**

14:00-15:30  **Break-out Sessions**

**Zurich Hall**

- Alon Moshe (NIJA), Israel.  
  *From the soccer field to the chess board, or "The hero journey" of a child in his life, in therapy, which include using analytical, educational and psychological and other theories*

- Maria Teresa Aydemir (ECECJA), Poland.  
  *“There is no such thing as a baby, there is a baby and someone” (D.W. Winnicott). A Report from the Analytical Work with Mother-Infant Pairs.*

- Claire Francica (British and Irish Sandplay Society, ISST), Malta.  
  *Infant observation as a transformative element for training in analytical psychology*

Moderator: Nataliya Alexandrova (RSAP), Russia

**Rostov Hall**
● Chun-Yuan CHEN (Taipei, Taiwan, router program of IAAP since 2015)
  *Sandplay with a Latency Aged Boy on the Autistic Spectrum in the East Asian Culture*

● Ben-Amoty Galit (Israeli Institute of Jungian Psychology), Israel
  *The Transformation of Raw Material into Gold: Alchemy Plays Out in Child Analytic Therapy*

● Elena Bortuleva (RSAP), Russia.
  *On Mozart Lost and Re-Discovered. From Chaos of a Fragmented Being to a Feeling-Thinking Child*

Moderator: Alessandra de Coro (AIPA), Italy

**Moscow Hall**

- Anna Skavitina (RSAP), Russia; Elizaveta Trofimova-Hellinger (Analytical Psychologist), Germany; Olga Mamedova (Analytical Psychologist), Russia; Julia Kononova (Analytical Psychologist), Russia.
  *The Child’s Conflict and How to Overcome It. As Understood by Parents and Psychologists.*

- Tatiana Shatunova (RSAP), Russia
  *The Unfinished House, or The possibility of Structuring Personality in the Analytical work with Children and Sand Therapy Based on Some Complicated Cases.*

Moderator: Inna Kirilyuk (IAAP, PACAP), Ukraine

15:30-16:00 Coffee and Tea Break
16:00-17:30 Break-Out Sessions

**Zurich Hall**

- Birgitte M. Hansen (MPF, Member of Sandplay Therapists of America, Danish Society).
  *Healing Trauma with Sand and Symbols - How to Overcome the Threat of Inner Terror*

- Natalia Pisarenko (RSAP) and Maria Prilutskaya (candidate-in-training, RSAP), Russia.
  *Play Minus: The Restoration or Destruction of the Symbolic in the Analytic Work with Children with Pre-Oedipal Disturbance*

- Tatiana Rebeko (RSAP) Russia.
  *Representation on the body surface in children: The habit of picking and scratching one’s skin, harm or containment?*

Moderator: Anna Skavitina (RSAP), Russia

**Moscow Hall**

- Dr. Jörg Rasche (DGAP), Berlin, Germany.
From the Forbidden City to the Temple of Jerusalem. A ten year old boy’s mourning about his father.

- David Wieler (NIJS), Israel. 
  *On the David Kadinsky’s "Case of Ruth"*
- Lidar Shany (Jungian Psychotherapist), USA. 
  *Erich Neumann’s Developmental Theory as a Guiding Map in the Therapy Room with Children and Adolescents*

Moderator: Gustav Bovensiepen (DAGP), Germany

Rostov Hall

- Viktoria Andreyeva (RSAP), Russia
  Problems of a Psychological Container. Ways of its Formation in Sand Therapy
- Melissa Werner (LPC, NCC, Jung Institute Zurich), Switzerland.
  *The Archetype of the Feral Child: Analytical Work with Children whose Parents Are Addicts.*
- Rosella Andreoli (IAAP, training analyst at CIPA's Northern Italy Institute), Bologna, Italy.
  "Whose pain is this pain?" *From individual psychotherapy practice to a Conpartecipated Consultation*

Moderator: Chiara Tozzi (AIPA), Italy

Evening Cultural Program

Excursions

See conference web page
1. Moscow walk excursion with an English speaking guide (15 listed persons)
2. Moscow Metro walk excursion with an English speaking guide (15 listed persons)
3. Visit to a Moscow artist at his studio (15 listed persons)
4. Moscow Metro walk excursion in Russian (15 listed persons)

Saturday 27.04

Therapy with Adolescents

9:00-10:30  **Co-Plenary:**

- Carlo Paolo Ruffino (IAAP, ISST), Italy. *The Myth of Osiris and Horus in the Sandtray. Its relevance in adolescence,*
- Alessandra Cavalli (SAP, BPC, ACP), Great Britain. ‘*Nowhere phenomena’ - Reflections on identification, de-identification and re-identification,*
- Alessandra de Coro (AIPA), Italy. *Collective and individual trauma: how can children elaborate transgenerational wounds of their ‘good enough’ parents? A clinical vignette of an analytical work with the parents of a 15 years old girl.* Discussion.

Chair: Batya Brosh Palmoni (NIJS), Israel

10:30-11:00  **Coffee & Tea Break**
11:00-12:00  *The Fordham-Neumann Workshop. How can we integrate theory and learn from each other*

Chair: Alessandra Cavalli (SAP, BPC, ACP), Great Britain

12:00-13:30  Lunch

13:30-15:00  **Co-plenary on Work with Parents and Why It is So Important**

- Ilana Reznik (School of Psychotherapy), Israel.  
  *Co-parenting and the integration of opposites in child development*
- Maria Kondratchik (Child Psychotherapist, ACP), Russia.  
  *Adolescents in Therapy*
- Inna Kirilyuk (PACAP), Ukraine.  
  *On some difficulties in the Analytic Work with the Adolescent with a Negative Transference*
- Elizaveta Molostova (RSAP), Russia.  

Chair: Taniana Rebeko (RSAP), Russia

15:00-15:30  Coffee and Tea Break

15:30-16:30  Break-out Sessions

**Zurich Hall**

- Chiara Tozzi (AIPA), Italy  
  *A BOUNDLESS ADOLESCENCE: A journey across the present-day experiences of adolescents*
- Margo Leahy (The C.G. Jung Institute of San Francisco), USA  
  *Separation-Individuation issues in the Adolescent Girl*

Moderator: Maria Aydemir (IAAP, ECECJA), Poland

**Rostov Hall**

- Giancarlo Costanza (ARPA), Italy.  
  *ASD Children and Their Families Meet Jungian Approach in Italian CAMHS*
- Gianni Naglieri (Italy).  
  *Containing Frame and Unconscious Relationship in the Analysis with Adolescents: Some Theoretical and Clinical Considerations*

Moderator: Anna Kazakova (IAAP, ECECJA), Russia

**Moscow Hall**

- Einat Ofri Landa (IJA, IACA (YAHAT)), Tel Aviv, Israel.  
  *A model of Music Therapy based on Jung’s approach. David’s journey*
- Tatiana Pervushina (RSAP), Russia and Maria Prilutskaya (candidate-in-training, RSAP), Russia.
  *The Son's Complex: a symbolic plot in the psychological individuation of the son in Pushkin’s 'Tale of King Sultan'*

Moderator: Elizaveta Molostova, (RSAP), Russia

16:30 -17:30 **Final Plenary**

*Reflection and End Notes*
Catherine Crowther (SAP), GB

*A Way Forward: Jungian Child and Adolescent Psychotherapy in a Changing World (discussion).*
Brian Elliot Feldman (CGJSF, IRSJA, AIDOBB), CA, USA; Alessandra Cavalli (SAP, BPC, ACP), GB, Batya Brosh Palmoni (IAAP, C&A Working Group, IJP), Israel; Audrey Punnett (AGAP, CGJISF, ISST), USA, Tatiana Rebeko (RSAP), Russia; Maria Salyamova (RSAP), Russia, Elena Bortuleva (RSAP), Russia.

**End of Conference**